
A Body In Motion Supply and Prep List

Supplies:
a gallon of a viscous fluid like carob syrup, corn syrup, or honey

a small container/pail to hold the viscous fluid, ideally the fluid comes up to about 2-3” from the top

a pad of vellum, at least letter-sized

a pad of larger drawing paper, ~ 18”x24”

a pad of large newsprint

Drawing tools

2” Blue Tape - 3 rolls

at least one legit stereo system

can we get a slide whistle?

Things I need and can bring if you don’t have them now that I’m planning to drive:
a TV monitor or computer display with HDMI input

maybe a few accessory computer speakers 

Prep:
Could I have an overhead map of the hotshop that is to-scale?



A Body in Motion

Instructor: Helen Lee
Teaching Assistant: Anna Lehner

Course Description: This technical course will establish a firm foundation in glassblowing skills, emphasizing a detailed understanding of how to 
use one’s body to work with this changing state of matter. We will bring to light bad habits and poor physical practices common to glassblowing. 
We will employ nontraditional methods of understanding movement and proprioception in the hot glass studio, including video analysis apps 
and audio-augmented tools. Reference will be made to Nicolás Salazar Sutil’s text Motion and Representation: The Language of Human Move-
ment, movement models as illustrated by Oskar Schlemmer and and The B-Team’s glass choreography. Through daily demonstrations, drills, and 
practice time, students can expect to move swiftly through a basic introduction or review of hot glass, with acute attention on the underpinnings 
of common pitfalls. Over the course of the week, students will produce basic blown forms with increasing proficiency and efficiency.

Course Outline and Schedule 

MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY

TOOL FOCUS The Body + Gravity Drawing and Notation Video Analysis Tools Sound and Aural Feedback Crit / Clean-Up

CLASS TIME Safety
Lateral Dominance
Proprioception
Mechanics/Choreography 
w/ Sonic Level
Gathering
1’ Drops
Caterpillars

Starter Bubbles
Bottom-weighted spheres
Bitwork with partners
Bubble manipulations
Movement Drawings + 
Notation

The Transfer
Punty Workshop with 
Hudl/Dartfish Video Tools
Tumblers

Long Neck Bottles
Sensored Blowpipes and 
handtools

Class Review and Critique
Clean-Up

INT/ADV.  
CLASS TIME 
VARIATIONS

Gathering More
Left-Handed Everything

Single gather, all-furnace-
heat, bottom-weighted 
spheres, moving towards a 
pulled cup
Fancier bitwork

Advanced Punties:
• Sculpture Punties
• Blow Punties
• Three-Prong Punties
• Face Punties

Long Neck Bottles +  
Handles
or Bowls

N/A

BLOWSLOT  
FOCUS

Caterpillars + Drops Spheres + Bits Tumblers Long Neck Bottle or Bowl N/A


